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Prairie View, Texas

L\RCII

Evaluation of
Graduate Teacher
Education Scheduled

School of Home Economics Names Speakers

:\Ir,,. Inez Kaiser

:\lis!> Barbara Kennon

Mrs. Hazel L. Wallace

Hospitality Day Set March 21
The executive officers of
the Home Economics Student
Council,
Council
members, and the faculty
have planned a unique
experience for senior high
. chool homemaking students, homemaking teachers, principals, and counselors
throughout
the
State of Texas. "Hospitality Day" is planned to become an annual affair.
The special day will afford an excellent opportunity to ac.-q\laint visitors
with the several aspects of
the program within the
School of Home Economics
as well as to gain appreciation of university life, at
the College.
Working around
the
theme, "Home Economics
and the Industry of Man",
the day's program will
emphasize thP many exciting career opportunities in
re,earch, educ-al ion, communication.
hnspi l ality
and recreation.
Activitles 101· lhl' day
will be both enlt>rlaining
and informative. Miss Barbara Kennon, Staff I lnme
E('onomist for tht• :\laylag
Company's Home St•tvicP
Dt>partmPnt, 'ewton. Iowa
will present a 45 mmut«'
sketch on Consumer Inf.,rmal 1011 in Textil<'s and

Clothing using six models
from the School of Home
Economics. Miss Kennon, a
graduate of Iowa State
University, Ames, holds a
degree in Textiles and
Clothing
Merchandising.
Miss Kennon's duties involve work with utility
companies, extension home
economists and educational institutions participating in numerous special
programs of Maytag dealers and various groups associated with the appliance industry.
Mrs. Inez Kaiser of
Inez Kaise1 and Associates,
Public
Relations
firm, Kansas City, Missouri, will pull from her "bag
of goodies" timely tidbits
for the high school seniors.
She will emphasize the
many interesting aspects
of the role of the home
economist in "Making the
Public Relations cpne."
A native Kansas Citian,

Mrs. Kaiser taught for
many years after she rece:ved the Bachelors degree in Home Economics
from Kansas State Teachers College and the Masters degree from Columbia
University. She has had
preparation in merchandising, marketing
and
market research at Pockhurst College and Chicago
University. Much of her
work involves the promotion and marketing of
foods and beverages to
Negro consumers of all
age levels.
Mrs. Hazel Loyce Wallace, Consumer Specialist
with the Department of
Health. Educati11n
and
Welfare, Rt•gi, ,nal Office,
Dalla,;, Texas, will <hscuss
the topic "\\'t,uld You Believe Tom.,n ow'!"
Pmphasizing
a<l\'anecs
in
clothing. f,u 'd'<, l'h('mistry
and other an•as as thPse
S('(' f/OS/J/T \/ ff) . f'uv.<' Ii

PV Will Send Contestant
To Miss Texas Pageant
The Miss Texas

Page-

ant's fir t black ~ontP<.tant
will be a repre. entative
from Prairie View A&M
College. This is scheduloo
to happen this summer.
Could be that the Miss
America
Pageant
next
August will have '-l black
contestant. .. . from Tpxas.

COUNCIL CO~IMITrEE COORDINATORS: (left
to right) Vernice Garton, Di!>play; Betty Davenport,
Hostess Committee; J<~velyn Collins, Im·itations and
fo'ashion Re,·ue; Irma Merrick, Communications; and,
)far)' Edney, Food and Recreation.

Prairie View A&M received an invitation from
sponsors of the annual
Pageant to purchase a
franchife similar to four
other Texas colleges -ind '-l
large number of cities '-ind
towns ::>ver the state. The
college will hold it. ,,wn
contest (elimination) '-ind
select the best oossible
candidate to represent the
institution in the Fort
Worth contest.
The contestant

l 0, 1970

will be

A three-man visitation
committee is on campus
yesterday and today to review the Graduate Program in Teacher Education.
Representing the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE), the visitors include Professor Carroll Noel. Wichita State
University in Kansas, Dr.
W . W. Clem, Southern
University in New Orleans,
and Dr. Dean C. Andrew.
Region
VIII
Education
Service Center, Magnolia,
Arkansas.
They are studying all
a pects of the ::ollege program :Jf graduate studies
and will report to the national organization which
acts :>n accreditation of
participating institutions.

Gwendolyn Adams

Ollnr Lewis

PV Students and Staff To Present
Program At National Convention
Four tudents and four
faculty members will represent Prairie View A&M
College at the Annual
Convention of the American College Personnel Association Meeting scheduled for March 15-18. 1970
at the Chase-Park Hotel,
St. Louis, Missouri.
The student representatives are Gwendolyn .\dams, Senior '.\Iathematic
Major, from Beaumont,
Texas, Jewel Armstrong,
Junior
Library Science
Major from Miami, Florida. Herman Rogers, Senior Engineering
Major,
from Palestine, Texas and
Oliver Lewis, Senior Political Science Major. These
students are currently employed as Junior Fellows

and hold other very responsible positions of leadership on campus.
The four students will
present a program at the
ACPA Convention entitled
"Junior Fellow : Facilitators of Educational Development. Accompanying the
students and as i ting in
the preparation and presentation of the program
are :\tr. R. E. Carreathers.
Senior Fellow. Mrs. Vera
Askew. As ociate Director,
Counseling Center. Dr. T
R . Solomon, Dean of Students and Dr. G. H. Stafford. Director of thP Counseling Center.
The four staff member!are ACP A membt'rs. 3.nd
in addition Dr. Stafford i!-S!',l. Tl'/)/· \T P(l;t.(' ::

Space and Sea Science To Be
Emphasized at Institute Saturday

STATt: REPRJ<:SEXT.-\TIVt: TO SPEAK HERE
Rep. Zan Holme., of
Dallas will speak at the
President\,
Con,·ocation
Thursda)', March 19 at
9 :30 a.m. in the Field
House.
"xpected to have all the
qualities of a Miss Texas
or Miss America, including attractiveness, personality, poise, charm and talent. The Miss Texas Teen
( formerly
Miss
Texas
High) contest sponsored
hy the St1·dent Press Club
scught th<• !'ame qualities
in its winners. A former
winner, Miss Chervl Mclntyn>, was named Miss Texa. Co-Ed and later served
as Miss Prairit' Vie\\.
Miss McIntyre is now
Mrs. Taylor, wife of PV-ite
Otis
Taylor.
super-star
with
the Kansas City
Chief..
President Thomas and
Dr. T . R. Solomon, Dean
of Students, will appoint 1
committee of students and
faculty members to develop plan for the state contest this summer.

Expertise from NASA
in space science, and from
Texas A & M, university
of Houston College of Engineering, Galveston Marin<' Laboratory. Department nf Oceanography at
Texas A & M will come
expertise in sea science on
this Saturday. March 1-1.
from 8 a.m. to 1 :15 p.m.
when the
atural Science
Division of Prairie View
A & :\1 sponsors its Fifi enth Annual Science Institute.
The theme is • 'EW DI-

l\IE:s;SIOXS II'\ MA~'S
ENVIRO.' :\IE KT. Vital
matters '.Jf pollution of ai1
and water will be di. cussed by those not only 1wan•
of the problems confronting mankind. and also
some of the .cientifir ,,ndeaw,rs in basic science.
engineering, tech nolog~.
and education.
AdYanced regi trations
ha,·e already started coming in. and attendance by
teachers. scientists, counselors. principals and '.)the,
',,·, ~Clf.\'CE. PoJ!.c4

MARCH CALENDAR GIRL

!Wiss Be\'erly Xelson, a sophomore from Tyler.
Texas. Be\'erl)·'s major is Elementary Education and
was selected b)· the Panther staff for this week's calendar girl. Bnerl)· is a member of the Tyler-PV Club
and SXEA.
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The inner orinciole
(AS RELATED TO YOUR CAREER DEVELOPMENT)

I

NROTC Cadets Take Trip to Marine Base
Can Ashland Oil Reach the INNER YOU? Deep down inside, whe,.
you live, there is a "something" that will help you recognize the
"right" career •.• you'll feel the first symptoms of success ••• a
hard to repress bubbling enthusiasm emerging from the inner you
will take your talent and training on an exciting drive above and
beyond the capabilities you recogni:i;e now.
Often, that's how great things happen. Not by cool calculation
but, by the fortunate meld of ability, ambition and opportunity.
Can Ashland Oil turn on the inner you? Obvi~usly you won't
know unless you investigate.
And that's what we're asking you to do. Look us

over.

Who are we? - Ashland Oil & Refining Company is a 44 year
old, rapidly growing, Petroleum Company (sales of over One Billion
Dollars) with major diversification into chemicals, plastics, syn•
thetics and many other industrial and commercial fields. Consumer
product lines range fro;n tires to fiberglass pleasure boats.

What do we offerl An uncommon variety of growth oriented
opportunities in major professional areas, an outstanding advancement policy based on individu.!I ability, a diverse array of affiliated
companies and separ;:;tely .operated divisions in every part of the
country and global operations ranging from Lake Maracaibo to
Bombay and Sydney, and more, much more.
What type of professionals are we seeliing? ENGINEERS (ME's,
EE's, IE's, CHEMICAL ENGINEERS), MARKETING PERSONNEL,
ACCOUNTANTS, DATA PROCESSING SPECIALISTS and griiduates
in other professional fields.

Why not find out more about Ashland Oil.
you feel the inner you deserves all the
exposurB to opportunity you can muster,
If

make an appointment with the placement
center.

INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS

TUESDAY, MARCH 17, 1970
For Interview Appointment Contact
The Placement Office Now
If (!n•ble

to •rhnoe •n lnterrlew,

wr,te for frH brochure.

Ashland

Mr. G. F. Hiatt, Personnel
ASHLAND OIL& REFINING COMPANY
1409 Winch~er Ave.-Depl CR-46 •
Ashland, Kentucky 41101

"TIie lttdudrial le1ov,ce1 Compatt,'#
Aai l:qvel ()ppe,1w11ity IElll'IPl•rer

Twenty freshmen and
sophomore members of the
Prairie View Navy ROTC
Unit recently flew to the
east coast on a field trip
to Marine Corps Base
Camp Lejeune North Carolina. The trip is an annual event sponsored by
The Marine Corps to fa.
miliarize NROTC students
with the missions, training and atmosphere of The
Marine Corps. All midshipmen who participated described the trip as excit-

A&M Board Member

Named to Council on
Vocational Tech Ed.
S. B. Whittenburg, a
member of the Texas A&M
University System Board
of Directors, has been
named to the 11-member
Citizens Advisory Council
to the Senate Committee
on Vocational Technical
Education.
Appointment of the Amarillo newspaper publisher
was announced by State
Senator Chet Brooks of
Pasadena. c o m m i t t e e
chairman.
The council represents a
cross-section of labor, business and education. It is
designed to assist the fivemember Senate committee
in its study of Voe-Tech
education.
The Technical-Vocational Educ:1tion Act of 1969
was drafted by the committee, one of the Senate's
most active groups.

ing.
The midshipmen departed from Ellington Air
Force Base, Houston, Texas on Wednesday, February 18, aboard a Marine
Corps C-117 transport airplane. They arrived on the
east coast about 1 :00 a.m.

Girl Scout Week
WHAT: Celebration of
Girl Scout Week - 58th
Anniversary
WHO: Girl Scouts of the
V. S. A. Almost 4 million
active girls and adults in
the 50 states, including
active members of the San
Jacinto Girl Scout Council.

WHEN: March 7 - 14.
1970
Seven Service Days: 7thGirl Scout Sabbath; 8thGirl Scout Sunday; 9thHomemaking; 10th - Citizenship; 11th - Health and
Safety; Girl Scout Birthday - 12th - International
Friendship; 13th - The
Arts; 14th - Out-of-Doors.

HOW: Girl Scouts will
celebrate during the week
by attending church in uniform on Girl Scout Sunday; by having programs
and family suppers to
show parents and other
community people some of
the things Girl Scouts do;
by preparing exhibits to be
placed in libraries and
store windows; by carrying out special service projects; by conducting Juliette Low Ceremonies.

Epoxy resin is the most
powerful adhesive known .
After being cooled to -450
degrees C. it can withstand
a pull of 8,000 lbs. per
square inch.

WHY: Anniversary of
the founding of the Girl
Scout movement in the
United States by Juliette
Gordon Low in Savannah,
Georgia on March 12, 1912.

P U R PO S E OF GIRL
SCOUTING : To inspire
girls with the highest
ideals of character, conduct, patriotism, and service so that they may become happy and resourceful citizens.

NJ.\VY FLIGHT 1\PTITUDE TEST
-SO?HOlvlORES rliru Gl~ADUATESNA VY AVIA TION INF0:U!IAT I !J N TEAM
\'/ILL EE LOCA'::.'ED IN S TUDZN'I' UNION
BLDG • .,IAR 4., 5, and 6 1970
NAVY INF0~1.MA Tlot~ 'i'E:f.!,~

r-

Thursday morning and
spent the remainder of the
night in the Bachelor Officers Quarters at Marine
Corps Air Station, Cherry
Point. Most of the midshipmen were too excited to
sleep so many spent that
night polishing their shoes

l·

..

l

· ---=-:-:: . :,··:-.~-:"li,.°:i:~s-· i
j'
BE SO METH ING SP::Cl,'IL

to meet the very high spitand-polish standards for
which the Marine Corps is
well known.
The next two days were
action packed. The Prairie
View i t e s t r a v e 11 e d
throughout the 110,000
acre base visiting Combat
Engineer's School, Counter
Guerrilla Warfare School,
The
Infantry
Training
Regiment and a Tank Battalion . In addition receiving briefings and demonstrations, such as the firing of a flame tank; the
midshipmen were able to
fire several weapons themselves.
The trip had several
highlights. Seeing a night
firing d e m o n s t r a tion,
meeting two Marine Corps
Generals, and having dinner at the officers club
were just a few. Perhaps
the most important side
light of the trip was the
favorable i m p res s i o n
Prairie View's midshipmen
left with the thousands of
Marines who saw them and
talked with them during
their visit to Camp Lejeune.

our bag.

Today, CF&I
means steel. We
manufacture at
plants in Colorado, New Jersey,
Massachusetts, &
California. We
sell from locations
throughout the
nation. We make
quality steel
products that
serve every major industry in
America as well as international markets. Today steel
is our bread and butter as it
has been for 100 years.
Tomorrow, CF&I may be
known for a lot besides steel.
We welcome ideas and the

teamwork it takes to get
them off paper and into
production.
We are
aiming to
broaden
our horizons.Present subsidiaries
include:
CF&I Engineers, Inc., CF&I Fabricators, Inc., Colorado &
Wyoming Railway Co. If you
aini to broaden your horizons, write to: Director Industrial Relations, CF&I
Steel Corporation, Box 1920,
Denver, Colorado 80201.

What•s next? for you ... for
AIHLMD DIL 6 IIU'ININQ COMPANY / ASHLAND, KENTUCKY .

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNrrY EMPLOYER

mi

ribute To A Black Artist
f with pleasu re you are viewing any work a m a n is
doi ng,
f you like h; m or you Jove him, tell hi m NOW.
Jonothon Burrows in association with Ruthe Feldman
present

CLAUDIA McNEIL
in

CONTRIBUTIONS
A NEW COMEDY by TED SHINE
w,th JAY GARNER, STANLEY GREENE, LOUISE STUBBS,
Charles Grant, Donald Griffith, Jim Jones,
Yvonne Sherwell and Jock Manning
Directed by Moses Gunn
Sets and Lighting by Clarke Dunham
Produced in osscciotion with Ken Goston Productions
REDUCED PRICE PREVIEWS FEB. 18 THRU MARCH 8
Opens Monday, Morch 9
MAIL ORDERS NOW! Please enclose stomped,
self addressed envelope
PREVIEW PRICES Wed. & Thurs., ot 8:00, Fri.
and Sot. at 7,00 and l 0,00, Sun. at 3:00 and
8:00; $5.00, $4.00, $3.00.
REGULAR PRICES Open Night $9.50, $7.50 no
Mon. perfs, thereafter . Wed. and Thurs. at 8,00,
Fri . at 7,00 and l 0,00 except Morch l 0; 8,30 perf
only & Sun. at 3,00 and 8:00; $5.95, $4.95, $3.95
Sot. at 7,00 and 10,00; $6.95, $5.95, $4.95.

TAMBELLINl'S GATE THEATRE
162 SECOND AVE ., N . Y. 10003

982-3255

Former PY Instructor
Opens in New York
"Contributions," a ne,~
medy writ ten by Ted
hine ope ns March 9, 1970
n New York at Ta mbelini's Gate Theatre. Mr.
h ine, formerly a s peech
nd dra m a teacher and
li rector of d r amatics a t
rairie View A &M College
s on leave for the 1969-

70 school year. Perhaps
□ any readers will remember the star perform a nce
of th" Ch arles Gi lp in Players in the tit le play d irected by Mr. Shine her!' on
campu, last spring. In the
New York production . t he
lead role is p layed by Miss
Claud:a McNeil. It is wit h
p!easu re
that
we.
t he
P ra irie View College fa mily, c:mgratulate Mr. Shine
a ni wish him much suc- · ~I
~<•-• (fl
cess in his new endeavor .
In a ddition for your
~-=,...;·reading
enjoyment
Mr.
Sh' ne's play, " Contribution" is ava ilable in the
ca
y.- 1970 2dition of Blacklash,
. 1:5.).
a paperback collection of
·th the coming of each works by talented Black
day we begin again. No writers.

----~~

~-~~/~~

r what yesterday was
we have the joy of henning anew today. There is
sense of freedom that comes
ith the newness of the day.
here is a powerful release
om bondage of yesterday,
hen we positively know that
day is a new beginning. God
in this new day and His
isdom is as the sun that
ines in our sky. His power
in each and every one, wellg up to strengthen us in our
deavors.

Two men were working
on the White House lawn.
They walked about picking up papers with a long
spear. A wind suddenly
blew one bit of paper into
the White House through
an open window. One of
the men rushed inside, but
returned shortly.
"Did you get it? " asked
his companion.
'"Nope, I was too late.
He had already signed it."

Good Friends lo Know
TExAsS-rATE
O

PTICAL

THREE
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Why I Am Black
And Proud
by Beneve ~ha pma n
A
few seasons 'Igo.
J a mes Brown coined t h e
phrase 'Tm black a nd I'm
pro u d." T h en it was t h e
t hing to reply 'Tm black
and I'm proud!" to thr> ~uc
phrase "say it loud!'" But
it wasn·t until I read i\,Ii mi's article in last week 's
paper that I really b!'g·n to
understand what it means
t~ be black and proud. It
not only means pride in
heritage and cult u re, but
in racial characteristics 'iS
well.
I am black by nature
and proud that it is m y
nature to be black. T am
prnt1d of tho,e in ··th~ peculiar institutlon·· (slavery) Vl' ho were black; of the
first American to be killed
in the American Revolution ( who waR black) ; of
Nobel PeacP Prize winner.
who werr black; of Pulitzer Prize w inner., who were
hlack ; of a ll the great men
and women of h ist0ry who
were black. But of all
then• is in my ra-;l' to hl'
proud of. the most important to me are the lichicvements that my ra~·(' has
mad::- under
the most
pressing circumstances
undc•r cond itions t hat we>re
far from encouraging.
T he many good men and
women who h ave mad!' ou r
race an indispu table force
in America h avP crea ted
within me great racial
pride, but it is the steadfast determinat ion of th e
race as a whole that has
m ade me even prou der to
be black .

Stud'ts Programmed
At Nat'I Convention
CONTI NUED f rom Pay,e I

a member of Commission
VII of ACPA wth r esponi;ibility ·for planning the
A'lnual Convention and
Developing National programs of Counseling a s re ported earlier in the "Panther" .
In addition to the program presented by Prairie
View A&M College other
topics will be presented as
follows:
The Student in Society
Black Students in Higher Education
Growth and Stability in
College Students
The Student In the University
Orientation Workshops
What's Happening In
Residence Hall Student
Staff Training.
Redefinition of the Campus: The students, their
activities and Their Community.
Counseling Centers and
Placement Offices Coordinated Student Services.
Out-Reach Programs for
Counseling Centers : Beyond the Traditonal.

Offices Throughout Tex as
The amazing fact of human life is the relative
failure of individuals to
use their mental capacities.

PUtLH " Rt: L..\ TIO:\ t~XCH..\.~(i ES
PY ', Public- Relation dire<'to r , C. .-\.
Wood and !ootudent t>ditor!. ente rtain Public· Rt>lation man and OJ Boo~ie Belton ,
of Beaumont and Puhli<' Relation re 11re-

The neighborhood kids
\\'ere in the front yard
when a fire truck zoomed
past with the station mascot si11ing on the front
seat. Th<' children began
di!-cussing the dog·s du ties

.,,,ntath ,. of' Zale, Jl·wt> lr) o l Ho w,t nn.
Pi<-turt>d (L-R ) a rt' Wa nda Willi a m..,, Dr.
Wood , Rt•ba \\' t'll,, :'\Ir Rt> lto n and Za lf'..,
rt>11rc•!.e ntath t'.

in connr>ct ic,n with the
truck.
··T he>\· use him to keep
the crn~,·d back at a fir!' ...
said a 5-year-old girl.
··:::,J'o.'·
said
another.
··1hey carr:, him for good

luck."
A 6 • year • ·•Id bo~
brought the argument tc,
an abrupt halt. ··They u~
the• dog:· he announced
firm!>. ··to find the· firP
plug."

Attention: 'PRAIRIE VIEW STUDENTS
'Enjoy 'Extra
Shopping
'Privilege~ 'vWtll,
Zale~ Gustoni GJia]Re
I lcrc is th c key that " ·ill open 11c\\· doors to an c:-:citin g \\·orld
of shopping pleasure.
use in the

Just sign ~ our name and it's reach- to

807 MAIN STREET STORE

Houston, Texos

Prairie view A&M College
Prairie View, Texas 77445

SIGNATURE

I

, ____

--- -- -

---

I

I

Clip the Charge Card abo\T and use it for personal credit at

Zales Jewelry Store
HO USTO N, TEXAS
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KOLLAR KORNER
Thoughts for Lent
by Fr. James T. Moore,
'-':mterbury Chaplain and
Pastor of St. Francis'
Episcopal Church
We are now halfway
through the season of
Lent with Easter only
about three weeks away.
We may wonder what
Lent is all about, or ask,
Why have Lent at all.
Sometimes, even when we
try to keep a disciplined
Lent we may still wonder
what is the purpose of it
.all. We know of course
that the Church for over
fifteen hundred years has
set aside these forty days
as preparation for Easter
and as a commemoration
of the forty-day fast of
our Lord in the desert (St.
Matthew 4:lff.). But Lent
is also a time for us to
look at ourselves, recognize our sins, and repent
of our sins and make a
new beginning. This is of
course what we should always be doing, but we
often don't, so the Church
especially reminds us of
this spiritual necessity by
the season of Lent.
The Episcopal Church's
Prayer Book appoints as
the Gospel-reading for the
first Sunday in Lent the
account of the temptations of our Lord by the
devil during his fast on the
desert (in the fourth
chapter of St. 'Matthew).
Jesus was hungry because
of his fast so Satan first

Pi Mu Epsilon
Scholastic
Promotion Set
In an effort to prepetitate the students of Prairie
View A&M College to
higher scholastic achievement the Mathematics Department of Prairie View
A&M College is starting
its tutorial program the
first Tuesday in March
1970.
The tutorial program in
Mathematics is designed
primarily to help people
who are enrolled in Mathematics courses that need
additional help in obtaining all that is attainable
out of their particular
course of mathematics, designed primarily for fre,hmen and sophomore courses.
The tutorial program in
Mathematics will run from
the hour of: Tuesday, 1:00
p.m. - 5 :00 p.m.; Thursday, 1 :00 p.m. - 5 :00 p.m.
The tutorial session will be
conducted in rooms 106
and 105 Old Science under
the supervision of faculty
and student memb:!:-::; of
the Department of Mathematics, beginning March
3, 1970.
All students who are incurring difficulty or think
they will have diffculty, or
would Ike to obtain additional knowledge should
adhere to this announcement.

Father J. T. Moore

tempted him to use his
fast so Satan first tempted him to use his power to
turn the stones
into
bread, in effect to reject
the appointed way of the
Cross, the way of sacrifice for others, the way of
sacrifice for others, the
way of self-denial and
suffering for the sake o'
the human race. The devil
then tempted him to jump
from a tower of the
temple in Jerusalem and
to have himself miraculously saved by the Angelic
powers, in effect, to use
his own power in a selfcentered manner, to draw
attention to himself as a
"wonder-worker" instead
of what He was and is,
the Incarnate God. Thirdly, He is tempted to gain
the allegiance of the whole
world by making an alliance with the devil. VVc
are reminded by this gospel that God almighty in
a mysterious way really
became flesh, a man, our
Lord Jesus Christ, and
that Jesus is truly God
but also truly man, and ac;
man, was not free from
the temptations of the
devil. But He did not sin:
He did not yield to temptation. Yet, in His temptations, we see our ow11.
The first temptation is to
yield to physical desire, to
deny first-place to the
spiritual, and to make physical desire, to deny firstplace to the spiritual, and
to make physical desire
the center of our existence. The second tempta-

Are
the
so-called
"childhood diseases" limited only to children and do
adults have an immunity
to them?
Not so, says the Texas
State
Department
of
He:!lth.
The childhood diseases
are a myth. The fact is
that these diseases are so
contagious among children
that most people have had
them by adulthood and
thereby have developed
immunity. But adults can
and do catch them, and
when they do they are

tion is to distrust God and
to substitute our own will
in place of what we know
to be God's will for us and
for the world. The third
temptation is to compromise with evil and to attempt to achieve the right
end by the wrong means.
Lent calls upon Christians to be both alert and
honest : to recognize temptation and the sins that
have been the result of
failure in the face of temptation. We must realize
that while the devil may
not have horns and a
pitch-fork, that the Satanic force in the Universe
is nevertheless real and
calculating as to how it
may destroy both us and
the world as it continues
its--rebellion against God.
Only when we realize the
fact of temptation and the
reality of our sins, can we
begin to resist temptation
and amend our lives. But
one must also remember
that man by himself can
nc,t resist the devil. The
flesh is too weak. St. Luke
writes that Jesus after the
temptations returned from
the desert 'in the power of
the Spirit" (St. Luke 4 :14 ). and it is only through
the power of the Spirit,
the power of God, that we
too can resist temptation.
Jesus has given us the
means of this power
through His Church and
its Sacraments and also
by the seeking of His
power through prayer at
any time or in any place.
As St. James puts it:
"Draw near to God, and
He will draw near to you.''
(St. James 4:18) .
Lent then calls us all to
look honestly at our sins,
to acknowledge and confe~s that we have failed.
Lent is a time of repentance, of new beginning a time to repent and start
over again. We see a
world full of hate and
misery, and Christians
know that they must do
far more than they have
done toward carrying out
the God-given m1ss1on.
Now, this Lent, is the
time to remember the
words of a Chinese Christian who prayed: "Lord,
revive thy Church - beginning with me!"

sometimes much sicker
than children.
Two of these so-called
childhood
diseases
mumps and German measles (rubella) - have special dangers for the adult
patient. Mumps can be
damaging to both adult
men and women. And German measles, when occurring in the early part of
pregnancy, can result in
damage to the unborn
child. A new vaccine may
eventually lead to the
eradication of German
measles, but there is a
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Dr. John C'. Calhoun, Jr.

Science Institute
CONT/\' ( 1F./) from Pal(C' I

educators is expected to be
high. Many students expect to attend as the time
is a concentrated half-day
with much opportunity for
students to discuss questions with well qualified
and working scientists.
Registration for all ,;;tudents is free. Prairie View
students are urged to attend. Registrar in the lobby of the Harrington Science Building. 8-8 :30 a.m.
Saturday, March 14.
The keynote speaker is
Dr. John C. Calhoun, Jr.,
Director of the Sea Grant
Program, Texas A. & M.
University. Consultants
who will participate in discussions and seminars are
Mr. Leo Childs. NASA,
Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston; Dean C. V.
Kirkpatrick. Cullen College
of Engineering, University
of Houston; Dr. Sammy M .
Ray, Director. Texas A.
and M. University Marine
Laboratory, Ga 1 v es ton.
Texas; Dr. Andrew C.
Vastano, Department of
Oceanography, College of
Geosciences, Texas A & M
University, and others.
There will be a coffee
break at mid-morning giving students the opportunity to talk personally and
individually with the experts on space and sea science. We are facing "New
Dimensions in Man's Environment" with intelligent hope and planning.
danger until all women in
the child-bearing years
have
been
immunized
against it.
So, if you are exposed
to any "childhood" disease
and believe you have never had it, ask your doctor
what you can do to protect
yourself.
It is extremely important that you and your
children keep protection
against smallpox up to
date. True, the absence of
smallpox in this country
has led to a lack of public
concern about this serious
disease, and large segments of the adult population are unvaccinated or
require boosters. In some
parts of the world smallpox continues to be a serious problem. If just one
single undetected smallpox case should be introduced into a U. S. community, it could touch off
a serious epidemic.
Is it true that a baby is
protected by his "natural
immunity" acquired from
his mother? Some of a

Newman presents "Children's Morning"
every
Saturday at 10 a.m. to
noon at the Newman Hall.
Looking
for ACTION?
This is where it's AT!!
A special thanks goes to
the following undergraduate members of Zeta Phi
Beta Sorority and Phi Beta
Sigma Fraternity, Sharon
Allen, Shirley Choop, Evelyn Glass, Hilda Soto,
Kenneth Chevalier, 3.nd
Dalton McGuire, for their
voluntary service at the
Hall Saturday, February
28th.
They
supervised
games and art and singing
activities for some 30 chi!-

dren of the community,
The members of
''We:ght W::.tc!1e:·s United"
have,
collectively,
lost
pounds and had "tons·• of
fun doing it. "W. W. U."
meeting was held Thursday nights at 7 :30 p.m. in
Room 116-Harrington cience Building.
The Newman Hall was
named for Saint Martin de
Porres (St. Martin of the
Poor). the fir:;t Black
Saint of the Americas. His
life was dedicated to the
service of others. Newman
hoped to instill in its
member that same Sf'nsc
of . ervice.

Zetas Serve Community
Since the founding of
Zeta Phi Deta 5orority,
Zetac; have been dedicated
to service in the community. In accordance with the
ideals of their founders,
Omega Gamma Chapter
members were up to the
Newman Center Saturday
morning to assist the chi!-

dren of the community in
re-;:reational act iv i t ies.
They playe::l games, supervised art and singing activities, and had about a~
much fun a-:; the children
did. They have vowed to
make this a regular occurrence and hope to go back
very soon .

College Exchange News
If you still haven't been
to the College Exchange.
you really should stop by
and shop. New things like
the Prairie View Penant
Patsy is holding and the
tape recorder Mrs. Woodard is holding, are priced
at prices that can't be
beat. For all you cats and
gals who are unable to

find items in your size.
stop by and talk to Mr. B.
in the exchange office, he'll
be happy to make a special
order for you. The management again invites you
to come in an1 brouse and
shop. The Exchange is
open from 8 :00 a .m. • 5 :00
p.m .. Monday through Saturday. Closed on Sundays.

What Does The World Heed How?
by Geneva Chapman
Some say it's love
But that's not rue.
The hippies' plight proves
That love alone won't do.
They loved, but did nothing else.
They were so preoccupied with themselves.
They couldn't accept the state society's in
But their free, drugged love is just another social sin.
Some say its leaders
Who must risk their lives to help.
For we murder those who
Try to help us help ourselves.
The Kennedys tried and King did too;
But they started causes they never saw through.
We could see them through, but we'd rather have
injustice and pain.
To think those great men have died in vain!
What is it that the world needs?
Love or leaders - which of these?
An ideal or men to lead?
An ideal men advocate, but don't live by?
Leaders to fight for causes for which they die?
Is there any ideal that can save this world?
Any one man who can lead us from the night?
Can we have understanding and brotherhood?
Is there any sane way out of our plight?
No, we won't find our Utopia - never!
The world won't get what it needs now or ever.
mother's natural or acquired immunities, if any,
can be passed on to her
unborn infant as her blood
courses through the placenta that nourishes him,
but this inherited immunity remains effective for
only a short time.
In the case of whooping
cough, a highly contagious
di~ase tha) is especially
dangerous and often fatal
for small babies, there is
evidence that immunity is
only occasionally passed

on.
Every parent, advises
the State Health Department, should plan an im•
munization program be·
ginning at six weeks of
age against diphtheria ,
whooping cough, tetanus.
poliomyelitis and smallpox. Booster shots to
maintain complete protection should follow a t
prescr i b e d i n t e r v a 1s
throughout childhood and,
in the case of certain diseases, well into adult life.
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Prairie View A Cappella Choir

My Neighbors
- L.
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' 0. ' . ·~
I. N,,.••h
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0

G.. ,.,Lc.K.

"If there's anything gives

me the creeps it's a safety engineer who keeps going 'tch,
tch'... !"

Jans Completed For
leventh National Tour
When one thinks of elevn consecutive years of th~
71 •776
mpilation
of
iles to the tune of aproximatcly -100 concerts
38 states, not counting
is year's itinerary; then
n organization is justifie<l
holding up a heacl11w
uch as the one a hove.
his year, April 9. the
ell known choir will se1
ii for Nacogdoches, Tex .,
pril
10, Jacksonville.
ex., April 12. concertize
St. Louis, Mo., April 1-t,
'hicago, Ill., April 16,
ansas City, Mo., April 17,
ulsa, Okla., April 19,
hickasha, Okla .. April 20.
angston University, Ok., April 21, and Dallas.
exas.
The choir, under the diection of Dr. H. E. Anderon, consists of forty two
embers: First sopranos:
a Hopkins, section leadr, from Crockett, Tex.,
lethea Barrens from Tula, Okla., Barbara Sheprd from Houston, Tex.,
arbara Thompson from
alveston, Tex.; · Bonita
hite from Houston, Tex.,
arilyn Wordlaw
from
alias, Tex.; Second sopanos: Earnestine Ware
om Houston, Tex., Franis Heath from Fort
orth,
Tex.,
Rhonda
eatts from Mexia, Tex.,
acqueline Phillips from
rairie View, Tex., Marn ldlebird from Houston,
ex., Ajurella Combs from
exas City, Tex., First als: Sandra Emanuel, sec.on leader from Bastrop,
ex., Evyonne Harrison
rom Lufkin, Tex., Jo Ann
need from Houston, Tex' Mary Smith from Dals, Tex., Edmonia Everett
om Houston, Tex., Sharn Murray frcm Corpus

,■ ocns

Christi, Tex., Charlotte
Moore from Port Arthur,
Tex.: Second altos: Jatona
Walker,
section
leader
from St. Louis, Mo., Charmaine Turke from Houston, Tex., Bonnie Fitzgerald from Port Lavaca,
Tex., Velma Burrell from
Houston, Tex.; First tenors: Joe Berry, section
leader
from
Lovelady,
Tex., La Dell Thomas
from Waco, Tex ., Charles
White from
Columbus.
Tex., Nathaniel Barron
from Port Arthur. Tex.;
Second tenors: Julius Livings from Houston. Tex.,
Michael Wilson from Houston, Tex ., Charles CokP.s
from Dallas, Tex ., Ernest
Lang from Houston, Tex.,
Danny Moffitt from Naples,
Tex .;
Baritones:
Charles McFail from Denison, Tex., Marvin Woodard from Dallas, Tex.,
Foster Wright from Houston, Tex., Thomas Gilmore from Black City,
Tex.; Basses: Tom Jones,
section leader from Houston, Tex., Ervin Emanuel
from Houston, Tex., Raymond Bennett from Groveton, Tex., Edward Thomas
from Port Arthur, Texas.
The choir is a cross section of campus including
persons from various departments such as Engish,
Mathematics, Biology, Agriculture, Business, Elementary Education, History and Music.
Officers: President, Tom
Jones ; Vice President, Joe
Berry; Sec. Sandra Emanuel : Treasurer, Alethea
Barrens, Bus. Manager,
mentarian, Rhonda Keatts
Shirley Haynes, Parliamen tar i an,
Rhonda
Keatts; Chaplain Linda
Campbell; Reporter, Marvin Woodard.
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ENGINEERING
STUDENTS:

PUT
YOURSELF
IN OUR
PLACE
We have the room for you . But you have
to be good . Good enough to help us build on our
65-year tradition of leadership in engineering, manufacturing,
and construction for the process and power generating industries.
Some of our accomplishments during the past year will give you a good
idea of this leadership:
• PROCESS PLANTS DIVISION
completed 10 major installations,
including modernization of the
Mobil Oil Beaumont refinery, the
largest project of its kind in
Texas history.
• EQUIPMENT DIVISION received
orders for lC steam generator
units (6 natural circulation, 4
once-through) with a total output
of 33 million pounds of steamthat's 4660 megawatts of electrical energy.

• FIRED HEATER DIVISION sold
the largest single train hydrogen
reformer ever constructed to one
of the largest U.S. refineries.
• RESEARCH DIVISION dedicated
its new multi-million research
center in Livingston, N. J., and
in conjunction with General Electric is undertaking development
work for a liquid-metal fast•
breeder nuclear reactor components program.

These are only a few of the exciting paths open to the graduate
engineer in a world-wide engineering outfit that offers a stimulatiii6 pr9fessional environment and the opportunity to put "theory
and practicaliti: /iit~ ~ction for fast career growth.
You'll find out much more when you
sentative who'll be on campus for

tai~ :ta!! over with our repre-

INTERVIEWS: MONDAY, MARCH 23
Make an appointment with your Placement Officer now.

FOSTER

w!/

WHEELER

110 South Orange Avenue, Livingston, New Jersey 07039
An Equal Opportunity Employer (M/F)
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Facts About

The National Council for
Accreditation of Teacher Educ.
The NCATE has been authorized by the National
Commission on Accrediting to adopt standards and to
<:ontinue the development of policies and procedures for
accreditation. The NCATE is responsible for implementing accreditation procedures and determining the ac<:reditation status of teacher education programs.
One of the Purposes of National Accreditation of
Teacher Education
- It provides a practical basis for reciprocity
among the states in certifying professional personnel.
National Standards and Evaluative Criteria
Accreditation by the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education certifies that the institution's programs for preparing teachers and other professional school personnel meet its standards. This certification validates the quality of an instructional program, and signifies that persons recommended by the
institution can be expected to perform satisfactorily in
typical teaching and service positions throughout the
United tSates.

Industrial Education and Tech.
Sponsors Second Lecture
On February 20, 1970
the Drafting and Design
Technology D e p a r tment
sponsored an illustrated
lecture. The lecture was
presented by Mr. Charles
Pearson and Mr. Larry
Williamson, Drafting Supervisor- and Head of
Drafting respectively for
Texas Instruments, Incorporated, Houston, Texas.
The presentation covered the electromechanical
field of drafting as used in
industry. Color slides were
shown and were coordinated with a tape recording.
After the presentation, the

gentlemen were available
for questions and interaction with the students.
In addition to the audiovisual presentation, several drawings and electromechanical c om p o n ents
were shown.
This was the second lecture sponsored by the
Drafting and Design Technology Department. The
Division
of
Industrial
Technology is a part of the
School of Industrial Education and Technology,
and plans a "Lecture Series" to include all technologies during the 197071 school year.

PY Students, Staff
Attend Annual Texas
Academy of Science
Representatives of 35
colleges and universities
and more than a dozen
other institutions presented a total of 240 scientific
papers during the 73rd annual meeting of the Texas
Academy of Science at Angelo State University over
the weekend.
Prairie View A&M was
represented along with
Texas Tech, Texas A&M,
Angelo State, University
of Texas at Austin, Arlington and El Pa::;o, Lamar Tech, Southern Methodist, North Texas State,
Texas Christian, Trinity,
Abilene Christian, Sam
Houston State, University
of Houston, McMurry.
Also, East Texas State,
Del Mar, Baylor, Texas
Woman's, Bishop College,
U of T Medical and Dental
Branches, U of T Marine
Science Institute, Stephen
F. Austin State, HardinSimmons, Southwest Texas State, Southwestern
Medical School, Texas College,
Midwestern,
Our
Lady of the Lake, Wayland, San Jacinto, Lee College and University of
West Indies.
Other institutions to be
represented were Corpus
Christi Museum, NASA
Manned Spacecraft Center,
Perry Foundation, Mobil
Research and Development
Corp., M. D. Anderson Hospital and Tumor Institute,
National Speleogical Society, Texas Company,
Governor's Office, and public schools in Abilene, Big
Spring, El Paso, Midland
and San Angelo.
Dr. Bernard T. Young of
Angelo State, Chairman of
the committee on arrangements, said 800 to 1,000
Texas scientists attended

ENGINEERING NEWS
President of Southwest Research Institute
Is Speaker At Engineering Lecture Series
The School of Engineering announces the fifth
presentation of the Engineering Lecture Series
at 1 :30 p.m. Tuesday,
March 10, 1970 in the
Harrington Science Building Auditorium.
Mr.
Martin
Goland,
President of Southwest
Research Institute, San
Antonio, Texas, will present a lecture on "The
Pattern of the Seventies."
Mr. Goland graduated
from Cornell University
in 1940 with a degree in
Mechanical
Engineering
and in 1968 he was awarded the honorary degree of
L. L. D. by St. Mary's
University.
He is active in several
scientific advisory groups
at the national level where
he utilizes the vast experience and knowledge he
ha, amassed in the areas
of aircraft design, applied
mechanics, and operations
research. He is author of
the
three-day
session.
Highlighting the event was
an address by Dr. Elbert
King of Houston. former
curator of the lunar receiving laboratory at the
NASA Manned Spacecraft
Center. King spoke at a
banquet Friday evening.
Papers were presented
in eight sections, including
mathematics, 12 papers;
physical scrences, 61; earth
sciences, 18; biological sciences, 77; social sciences,
18; environmental sciences, 20; chemical sciences,
15; and science education,
19.

Guest Editorial
THE HORNET TRIBUNE
Alabama State University, Montgomery Alabama

Let Us Unite

THE PRAIRIE VIEW PANTHER

Sometimes it appears that the average (and below
average) student comes to college for the sole purpose
Published Semi-Monthly in the Interest of a Greater Prairie of obtaining an average. Unfortunately, this is often
View A. and M . College. The PANTHER serves as the voice accomplished by any hooks or crooks necessary,
of the Students of Panther/and.
Some of these students often enter college year
after year with this one purpose in mind. They enter
Prairie View A&M College is open to all, regardless college - get the entire history of the professor (how
he grades and the type students he likes) under whom
of race, color, religion, or national origin.
they will possibly study and finally select those who
are suckers for so-called "good grades". 'Surprisingly
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF .................................... Jay D. Anderson
enough, these students are far more numerous than
AssooATE EDITOR ....................................... Ira 0. Murchison
the ones on their opposite side. They have little or no
REPORTERS ...................... Adrian Cooper, Marilyn Herbert,
interest in their subject matter and can conseQuPnth,
Alfred Johnson, Leo Smith, and Ella Lewis
be fou~d in a corner when discussi~:-::; t.-oncerning--~~~
FEATURE EDITOR ........... Robert Calhoun and Mary Green
educat10nal factor ar~ ~1ng debated or discussed.
FASHION EDITOR .................................................. Jaclcie Willis
Perh~:;_!:; cnis shortcoming is not entirely the stuTYPISTS ................................ Clara Mae Bell; Naomi Mosby,
~ent's
fault. Students have sat in classes any number
Lynda Garrett, Beatrice HGuiion
of times to hear an instructor cite these familiar words.
ilicuunoN MANAGER ........................................ Reba Wells
"You students are going to be very disappointed at the
PHOTOGRAPHERS ...... ........ Tom Godwin, Alton Edwards,
end of this semester." The semester ends, the students
S
Ar,
Theodore Johnson
pass the course and the cycle is repeated as an initiation
PORTS VISOR ......................... ....... . ...... Mr. Joe Booker
fo~ another class of students. Those who accidentally
SECRETARY ............................................. Mrs. Sarah Woodard
fall, usually the ones who did not use the hooks repeat
FACULTY ADVISOR ...... .......... .. ................... Dr. C. A. Wood
the co~e often _with _the knowledge of how 'to pass
Any news items, advertising, or matters of interest to IBE deeply implanted in their minds • Since 1·t 1·s c"~•---·
u.::,1.v1uary
PAN:H_ER may be presented to the Department of Student to repeat the same course only once, that all important
Publications, Room B-6 Administration, Extension 2:/6-277.
"C" ~verage is obtained. Of course, on the other side
of this easy instructor is the instructor who makes his
NA~ONAL ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVE_
course so hard until the only way to pass is by hooking
National Educational Advertising Service
and crooking. Perhaps the answer to it all lies within
360 Lexington Avenue
both gro~ps, that is, student and instructor. Who
New York, N. Y. 10017
knows, with effort the policy of honesty might one dav
return to the college campus in academics.

-----

JI

erican Ordinance Association.

Martin Goland
Engineering Lecturer

over sixty papers on structures, aerodynamics, dynamics, mathematics, engineering analysis,
research,
administration,
and other subjects. He has
won many professional
awards in both Civil and
Mechanical Engineering.
He is a member of the
advisory committee to the
Committee on Science and
Astronautics, U. S. House
of Representatives. He is
a member of the Research
and Technology Advisory
Committee on Aeronautics, National Aeronautics
and Space Administration;
member, Army Scientific
Advisory Panel, Department of the Army; Chairman, Weapons Advisory
Group, U. S. Army Weapons Command; Missile Advisory Committee, Harry
Diamond Laboratories, U.
S. Army; Member, Undersea
Warfare
Advisory
Board, Department of the
Navy, member, Materials
Advisory Board, National
Research Council.
He is a member of the
following professional organizations: Council member, National Academy of
Engineering;
member,
Board of Directors, Engineers Joint Council; Fellow
American Society of Mechanical Engineering; Fellow, American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics ; Fellow, American
Association for the Advancement of Science;
member, Research Society
~merica: !!!~1oer, Am-

His professional career
started as an instructor of
Engineering Mechanics at
Cornell University, 194042. He was Head of the
Applied Mechanics Section, Structures Department, Airplane Division.
Curtiss Wright Corporat:on, 1942-4S. He was
chairman,
Engineering
Mechanics Division, MidW€St Re:::earch Institute,
1946-50 and later was Director for Engineering
Sciences at the same institute, 1950-55. He joined
Southwest Research Institute as Vice-President.
1955-57 and later worked
as Vice-President and Director, 1957-59. From 1959
to the present he is serving as President, Southwest Research Institute.
Mr. Goland is very active in civic, social and
the cultural activities of
his community. He is
President of the Symphony Society of San Antonio, Texas and is also
Director of the National
Bank of Commerce, San
Antonio, Texas.

Excel
I shall
night

await the basal

And dine my blood - a
rose's
Motility can best be up.
And so I might
Out there where lizards
crawl, frogs dose,
Soothe crickets cries ; and
water their morn in
rhyme.
And I'll look back on space
flushing tomorrows;
And dine my blood - and
say,
To suspicious winds and
doubting crows
That I be a bard - by all
that may.
And dine my blood
words profuse

in

And

~

pray-eternally

kept, my min<i transfuse.
By John LaSand

PV Students Select 10
Best Movies of 1969
One Hundred Rifles,
starring Jim Brown, has
been named the top movie
of 1969 by Prairie View
A&M students. "'!'!'!!"~ 1n
The Attic" received the
second highest number of
vote:, from students and
"Candy" was third.
The controversal
movie, "I t. sex
y,.,,
.~m Curious
- cuow" was fifth on
the list. Students listed
approximately 100 movies

in the Panther survey
completed recently.
The complete list of 10Best ~~..;;.;g inciudes 1. One Hundred Rifles
2. Three In The Attic
3. Candy
4. Midrii"'"
" .• 1,nt Cowboy
.,, 1 Am Curious Yellow
6. Easy Rider
7. Riot
8. Rosemary's Baby
9. The Learning Tree
10. Wild Bunch
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Big t · gs happen
fast atTenneco.
~ not let them
happen to you?
When you get going on your career, you want big things to
happen. But in most big companies they happen slowly. At
Tenneco they happen fast.
Tenneco itself happened fast. We got our start in 1943 - just 4
or 5 years before you were born. And yet, in your lifetime,
we've grown from nothing to one of America's largest
industrial corporations.
And we're still growing. Because we're still building businesses.
Like natural gas pipelining. Oil. Manufacturing of construction
and farm machinery, automobile components. Shipbuilding.
Packaging. Chemicals. And land use.
Which means that we can offer you the chance to make it big
fast in just about any field you're interested in. And just about
anywhere in the U.S.

If that's the chance you want, talk to the Tenneco representative
when he comes to your campus. Don't let your draft status or
anything else keep you from making an appointment. It could be
the biggest date you've ever made.

We're coming to Prairie View A. & M.,
March 25.

I

Contact your Placement Office for an interview appointment. Or write
Jerry May, Recruitment Manager, Tenneco Inc., P.O. Box 2511, Houston, Texas 770~ ~-

TENN_~~~ :;,.

Building businesses through building people is our business.

HOUSTON, TEXAS • AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

I
TENNECO CHEMICALS. INC
KERN COUNTY LAND CO .

0

O

TENNESSEE GAS TRANSMISSION CO.

J. I. CASE CO .

0

0

TENNECO OIL CO .

0

PACKAGING CORPORATION OF AMERICA

NEWPORT NEWS SHIPBUILDING AND DRY DOCK CO .

0

WALKER MANUFACTURING CO .

0
0
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DEPARTMENT NEWS
Sociology Students Attend Social
Work Conference at Univ. of Texas

Reginald Douglas Coop Student For IBM
Reginald Douglas, Soph•"Jmore Industrial Technology major specializing in
Drafting and Design Tech-

... _..,.. ....... _...- .......

i;

~

i
i

nology is in Boulder, Colorado this semester serving
as a co-op student with the
I. B. M. Corporation. Regi-

...,,..--_.-------·-··..---·,
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Wyatts Chapel Baptist Church
Prairie View, Texas
1 Mile Northwest of the College

~

~
~
~

~

FREE TRANSPORTATION TO CHURCH

~

SUNDAY SCHOOL

10:00 a.m.

i

)

MORN\NG WORSHIP

l l: l 5 a.m.

\

~

~
{

LORD SUPPER

Each 2nd Sunday

REV. E.W. 1Ed. McCULLOUGH, Pastor

~

.
~

t

1 Phone 8;;~~~3~ :K;5~:;;;sis:nt857-3533 t
'"-----~------....--.-----.__...--...-.-'.
ST. MARTIN de PORRES
CATHOLIC CHURCH
on the street behind the Freeze King)

SUNDAY MASS -

10:00 A.M.

Taxi to Church outside Evans Holl at 9:30 o.m.

DAILY MASS -

5:00 P.M.

Chaplain: Fr. Robert Bowen, S.S. J.
Office (Campus) - Grounds Building.
Office Hours: Monday thru Friday 9 o.m. - 3 p.m.

Church Phone: 857-335 l

- -- t:.r,_,
l'!ftlCr.OPAL
CHURCH
THt
__ _
WELCOMES YOU

ST. FRANCIS' CHURCH AND STUDENT CHAPEL
{Adjacent to Campus)
Vicar: Father James Moore -

SUNDAY SERVICE
9:00 o.m.

SUNDAY SCHOOL
10:15 o.m.
Tuesday 7:00 p.m.
Saturday 10:30 o.m.
CANTERBURY CLUB
Thursday 10:30 p.m.
Evans Holl

857-3590

Eighteen c;tudents in the
Department of Sociology,
consisting of sophomores,
juniors, and seniors, attended a Social Work Conference at University of
Texas, Austin, Texas on
January 16, 1970.
This group of student
constituted the largest single delegation attending
the se'.:ond 'lnnual conference of "The Graduate
School of Social Work Student Association of The
University of Texas at
Austin.
The conference began on
Friday evening with approximately 250 delegates
from Graduate Schools of
Social Work from Mexico,
Arizona, Oklahoma, Lou1s1ana,
and
throughout
Texas. One of the chief
purposes of the three day
meeting was to give students, who are pursuing
social work training in undergraduate and graduate
schools, a chance to present papers and discuss
pertinent problems facing
today's professional and

non - profe,sional social
workers.
The theme of the conference was. "Challenge For
Change". Highlights during the convention included a most dynamic, inspiring, and informative address by Reynell Parkins,
associate professor, Planning Section of the University of Texa<; School of
Architecture.
In addition to the general sessions students were
assigned to sectional meetings where they participated in dialogue on 1)
"The Trouble Majority'',
2) Minorities, and 3) Social Work Education.
Other featured speakers
for the general sessions
were: Ralph Scheer, Texas Department of Mental
Health and Mental Retardaton; Roger Manning and
Rick
Reposa,
Warden
School of Social Work at
Arlington, Texas, and Bob
Potest, Family Counseling
and Children's Services,
Waco, Texas.
In the sectional meet-

ings consultants and participants pointed out the
ever increasing n<>ed for
social workers to become
more involve:! in community problems where they
will have a greater chance
to assist in the solution of
many of these problems. It
was also pointed out that
social workers should help
provide ::ommunal living
thr0ugi1 new ;nnovations
and help the troubled majority to recogn;ze the:r
priorities.
Prairie View's Sociology
students attending the regional meetine were: Polly Elmore, Thelma Ervin,
Ruth E. Blow, Grace Fletcher, Ronald Hicks, Helen
L. Johnson, Wanda McGowan, Jacqueline Branch,
Carolyn Kennard, Linda
Lockridge, Leonard Baker,
Barbara Lawler, Nettie
Stafford, Trellis White,
Shelia Cotton, Wanda Dillard, and Wendell Coleman.
Accompanying the students on the trip to Austin
was Jewel Tatum, instructor in the department
of Sociology.

Former PV Grad Speaks To Sociology Club
Miss Evonne Jackson, a
recent graduate of the department of Sociology and
Social Service, was one of
the featured speakers for
the Sociology Club at a recent meeting held in the
basement of the Banks Library.
Miss Jackson, presently
enrolled as a graduate
student at the Warden
Graduate School of Social
Work, The University of
Texas at Arlington, Texas,
spoke to the students on
the need to continue study-

ing after graduating from
here. In her address -he
told of the need for more
social workers in our state
as well as throughout the
country. She pointed out
that there was a tremendous shortage of professionally
trained
social
workers for the numerous
job opportunities that are
available.
As a graduate student
she discussed in detail the
graduate program at the
Warden Graduate School
of Social Work and point-

ed out that there were a
number of stipends and
fellowships available for
students who wish to pursue graduate training.
In addition to Miss Jackson members of the Sociology Club also heard other
representatives from Arlington and the University
of Houston, Houston, Texas.
Presiding at the club's
monthly meeting was its
president,
Larry
Crenshaw.

Spanish Faculty of Prairie View
Establishes Scholarship Fund
nald has been assigned to
the Industrial Engineering
Departmeni and is ~;:
charge of the Tool and Machining Department. There
are six industrial engineers
in Reginald's group. Reginald is performing industrial engineering functions,
and he has indicated that
· ·- tr:tining in Drafting
ni:. " - .
.
• -~ ,.t asand Design 1s 01 ~1'--·
sistance to him.
Douglas is a member of
the Industrial Education
Honor Society and is also
a Junior Fellow. He has
made the college honor roll
several semesters, including the first semester of
this year. We are proud of
Douglas and wish for him
success and happiness with
I. B. M. Douglas will return to the campus this
summer, and plans to go
back to Boulder in September.
0

In a recent meeting, the
Spanish Faculty of the Den:,rtment of Modern Fort---·~--·-eign Languages of Prairie
View A. and M. College established a scholarship
fund to assist a deserving
student to attend school
this summer at the Universidad Autonoma de San
Luis Potosi, S. L. P., Mexico. Tne snuil?ni will take
--,,..c:es
in
Elementary
cou,~--~t~ry SpanSpamsh, Elemt .. - _
,
ish
Conversation,
ana
the
Mexican
Regional
Dance. In addition the student will live with a private Mexican family, attend three lectures on topics of general interest by
guest teachers of outstanding relevance in their
fields of instruction, and
visit places of cultural, artistic, historical and scientific interest. Week end
tours to Mexico City, Gua-

najuato, San Miguel de Allende and Guadalajara will
be made available to the
student at special rates.
Criteria for selecting the
student are: The student
must be presently matriculating in a 123-Spanish
course. He must have had
an average of "B" or above in 113-Spanish. He
ruust have maintained an
average of "B" or above
in Spanish at the midtP.rm of the present semes··-• hP in good acter. He mu:., __
-:~1
ademic
and
financ, ...
standing with the College.
He must have an impeccable character, and a personality that would make
him a good will ambassador of the United States.
He must be recommended
fav::rably by his major advisor, his professor of
Spanish, and the Dean of
See SPANISH, Page 9

Danil'I Kirkwood

PV Grad Releases
Vo!ume of Poems
Daniel
Kirkwood,
a
Prairie View A & M College, Industrial Education
Graduate has placed his
Volume of Poems entitled,
"20th Century
Masterpiece", on market, in its
print form, in Houston.
Texas and in Prairie View.
Texas .
A Synopical Analysis
of the Volume
The volume of poems is
massed pen tame rously,
(perhaps the first of its
kind), consisting of Historical poems, Verses on
Astronomy,
Se as o n a l
Songs, Sacred Hymns, and
Love Poems.
Some of the poems in
the Historical part :ire:
The Sonnet of the Great
White Cloud; Christ on
the Ascending Cloud ; a
poem on President Kennedy; two poems of Dr.
Martin Luther King; one
poem of President .Johnson's Election; and others.
The "Verses on Astronomy" is a group of verses
and poems with scientific
concentrated efforts on the
relationship of the Sun.
Earth, and the Earth's
Satellites.
The "Seasonal Poems"
are poems of the occurance
and passing of thing from
their times and from their
seasons. Two of these
poems were Nationally Acclaimed in the "National
Anthology
of
College
Poetry" in 1962 and 1964.
They are: "Echoes in the
Valley", and "Shed A
Tear".
The "Sacred Hymns"
part is written mostly in
iambic meters, and is probably the only part of the
'.'~~:!~~ that will hold
closest to a specific meter
pattern.
The "Love Poems" give
generalities of what one
person may suppose about
the person he or she is
fond of.
In some of the poems,
lines, or verses alone are
so composed that they consist of a tri-rhyme scheme.
Other lines are written in
couplets, but most of the
- .,,.,. written in fourpoem:,- ... _
line stanza form, only
three are pentastich.
Employed: Concentrated
Employment P r o g ram,
2720 Leeland, Houston,
Texas.
Title: Building Engineer.
Book may be purchased
in PV's College Exchange.
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The Importance of Setting Up
Career Planning & Placement Folder
After a student has completed his freshman year
in college he is faced with
two possibilities. He can
enroll in summer school or
acept a summer job with
some firm, business or industry. It is the latter decision which makes it
necessary to have some
record of past-work experience on file in the Career Planning & Placement
Center. This file should be
continuously expanded as
the student gains additional w,rk expe!"lencc S') that
by the time the senior year
is reached, he will have
built up a storehouse of
the kinds of work he has
been engaged in.
At the Senior level you
are ready for full-time employment in the world of
PRAIRU: \'IEW TRAIL RIDt.: t'rf>,ident .-\. I. Thomai. and Dr. A. i,...
t'oindt-xtn, College \'eterinarian, greet
Prairie \ ' iew Trail Ride boss James
1-'rand, (,baking hands) and two Hou,ton
leaders,
reprt-sentath·e
C'urtis
(ira,·ei. and Judge Thomas H. Routt (a

PY grad) of :\lunici1u\l Court. The attradive Prairie \'iew Trail (an inde11endent l!rou11) <·onsistfil of -U wagon!o. and
:{.'>O rider,.
Tht>;\· joined se,·eral other
gro1111i. for 16 big 1mradei. in Houston,
Tc-xas.

Spanish

PV Grad Named

CC >.\'TIN( 1l:D from Pal!,£' 8
Students. In addition, he

Coach at University
Of Houston

must be a native speaker
~,f American English.
Any student meeting the
above qualifications is urged to apply in writing to
Prof. J. W. Hollomon, Coordinator of the Spanish
Faculty, no later than
March 23, 1970. On April
2, 1970, all applicants will
be given a comprehensive
examination to determine
his proficiency in Spanish
in the following competencies: listening - comprehension, speaking, reading,
and writing. The student
who places first on all four
competencies will be
awarded the scholarship.
The student who places
second will be the alternate. The winner will be

-1 PRESCRIPTION

DRUGS
Where you get more than

;~~i:e.welcome and good

I
.

CITY DRUG

856-2496 Hempstead
W. W . Wilkes, Owner
u,u.......nnHHHHHUIIIIHI.

"Shop and Save

=
=
=

The Bill DOLLAR Way"
Tel. 856-8121
Hempstead, Texas
Mrs. Jessie M. Bu~les, Mgr.
,._...HHIINHI..........HNl ...........,,111H,

The University of Houston got a winner Monday
when it hired the school's
first Negro coach.
It picked Elmer Redd,
whose
Lufkin
Dunbar
High School teams have
been beaten only once in
the past four years.
Redd will coach in the
Cougar backfield, athletic
director Harry Fouke said.
Since his graduation
from Prairie View A&M 20
years ago, Redd has posted
a 178-38-3 record with
Texas High School football
teams.
For the past 17 years he
has been at Dunbar and in
that period the all-black
school has won three state
championships, been runnerup. and reached the
playoF. semifinals three
ether times.
Redd also coached track
and his teams won district
titles 13 of the 17 years
and took the state crown
twice.
He was a four-sport letterman at Prairie View.
announced on April 7,
1970.
The professors of the
Spanish Faculty are: J. W.
Hollomon, W. Hood. J. OJ.
medo, and L. Sadberry.

Hospitality
CO,\ 'Tl.\'I ED from P"'I-" I

relate to home economics.
Mrs. Wallace, a nati\·e
Texan, holds the Bachelor's degree from Lincoln
UnivPrsity and the Master's degree from Columbia University and has
done advanced study at
North Texas State University. For twelve years
she taught home economics at well-known state
and church related institutions in Texas, Tennessee and Mississippi.
She considers a seven
year period of work with
the U. S. Department of
Interior, Bureau of Indian
Affairs among the most
colorful and challenging
experiences of her career.
In this position she served
as teacher of Beginners
and First Graders of Navajo Indian Reservations in
Arizona and New Mexico.
She was employed with
the Fort Worth Public
Schools for two years
prior to the appointment
with the Food and Drug
Administration.
The highlight of the
afternoon session will be
a Fashion Revue featuring
college students. One student from each high school
has been invited to participate as a guest model.
The categories of dress
for this presentation will
include
"daytime" and
"after-five" fashions.

FOR SALE:

The Iormer Union Center School Building, Raccoon
Bend Community, Bellville, Texas, approx. 185' x
49'. Contains plenty good lumber.
Call: UN 5-2493
after 4 p.m. and nights

A Week In The
Business World
Reginald Garrett. a business administration major, from Longvie\\. will
travel to Mobil Oil Corporation's New York Headquarters to rep r P. ent
Prairie View A and M College in Mobil's Orientation
Program during the week
of March 22, 1970.
Mobil created the program because they felt
that too man} black students, particularly from
Southern schools. still express skepticism and doubt
as to whether challenging
opportunities
~xist
for
them in business. They are
out to narrow or if possible to eliminate that gap.
Mr. Garrett and 19 other students from 19 other
colleges will have an opportunity to learn first
hand about careers in modern
industry;
question
graduates of southern colleges who have "made it"
in business; familiarize
themselves with the educational requirements, employment procedures, and
interviewing techniques of
business and to "ee how a
large corporation functions.
Congratulations, Mr.
Garrett on being selected
by Mobil's representative,
Mr. C. A. Reinke, Jr. as
the one to attend this orientation program in New
York.

work so, you sign-up and
start appearing for interviews. The first thing the
recruiter wants to see is a
completed resume and faculty recommendations
which will give him, at a
glance. some idea as to
what kind of worker you
may prove ,to be in his organization.
Several weeks ago I was
telephoned by one of our
graduates who did not see
the importance of setting
up files prior to graduation. so, he did not bother
to start a folder. Today he
has come to realize that he
will not be considered for
employment unle. s he pre~nt!- some record of his
past experiences and an
evaluation by some of
those person!- who ha\"e
knowledge of his academic, social and professional
life.
The files, left in the Career Plannin° and Place-

ment Center, become a
permanent part of Yl 1r
record which can be s• ,t
any place you desire and
updated as you gain ad,litional experience. Tht -e
files are always resen t>d
in the most confident al
manner.
Each time you appear
for an interview without
having made your best
preparations you are hurting your chances of lea\··
ing a good impression with
the interviewer.
Don't sell yourself short.
Do everything you can to
hnw your folder in thr
best of order.
Larg::>st unh·ersity builrling in the \\'Orld is thP Lomonosov l.:ni\"eri-it~ sc,uth
of :\Io cow. whjc-h !'tanrls
787 ft. tall, ha. 32 !-tot a•,
and contains ..J0.000 room,
It was constructed in l!l-l!l53.
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What Theg Wore... by PHvLus Jovce
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S&N SUPER MARKET
PV Grad Accepts

Position With
Dental Institute
Mr. Al T. Burrs who
has completed all work for
the M. S. degree in Biology
with a minor in Chemistry
accepted a position as a
Dental Research Assistant
with the Dental Science Institute, University of Texas. Houston.
He is presently engaged
in dental research with the
Marmoset Colony in Houston.

WALLER
MEATS - GROCERIES
APPLIANCES Sales and Service

24-HOUR SELF SERVICE
at

HEMPSTEAD WASHATERIA
Top Loading Speed Queen and Philco-Bendix~
Machines
Bank and Post Office Block -

Hempstead, Texas

VA 6-8159

<J_lou't 0-ah.onagE. cflpp'l.£.ciatJ.

I
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Evaluation
By Cofield
BY ROBERT CALHOUN

P leased with the progress of the past a nd optimistic about the future is
a good way to describe the
feeling of basketball coach
William Cofield in reg2rd
to his 69- 70 team. He says
that in spite of <tn unimpr ssive record th? team
did " Pry wf'll under the
cirtums•ances." He ~xplail'<'d his reasoning on
basis of th<' facts that P.
V. has ti-a<' youn11est and
shortert t!','M ;~ th(' ('rmfer{!nce
( younger
1 :id
short r than any :ther
-.on ; Ua!---. Guitar, '.\la11ric·1• l)ayi-. ; Drum-.,
THE \'OSHA YS - Those who han
team play!:.'::l also). "This
Buddy s m: th ; :,ead Singer, Jamr-. ,Jac•kheard will agree that the !->OUnd h, grea t
means, of course. that we
son ; Organist, Dwain Dan<'Y; S axa1ihon_es,
lacked adequate experience c·oming from th r group of PV-ites which Willir Brown; R :d,:,; Hil'kman , Frr der1 ek
and board strength," he organized c•arly in January . The y are Smith and J :\C'kl e llitl'lwll. Trum1wts,
continued. "You can see reach for 11rofr!-><;ional rnga gements and
Da,·~· ltifrhe ll and Kenne th ltcCreary.
we prrdict th ey will go places. Person•
the disadvantage of the
ne t include : Lead Guitar, Ronald Thomp6'5" center (Miled ge) having to j ump agai nst 6'9"
back, he's a s~1phPm"re
and 6'10" centers.
who was held up lar1 in
Coach Cofield says also
September bPCat's~ of his
that in some res pects the
ph ysical", stated Durley.
69- 70 Pdition :if the bas·• w e th ink he ha:.: good poketbal i Pant hers came u p
tential and will gi\'e him a
to his expectations. He
lot of at tent ion. II ha,; a
cited the tremendo us imbrother. Lester :\Im gan,
provement of the freshmen
who we fe<'l is gdng to bt•
ever the c1,:.ir e of the sea one of th<' finC'Sl def Pn:,ive
ron. ''At the end of the
backs in t he C.mfer,·nce
season they were twenty
and he', the boy ,,·~ fed is
point~ p::: game be,u er
going to take up the -:lack
than they were at the bein th C' secondary "hen Li>e
ginning.
Bivian is gom•."
:V1any of the games that
D ur ley also menti'HV'd
were lost could have or
sophomore-to-be Kennet h
should haYe been won.
J ohnson and Frank Larex,
contends Coach Cofie ld."
as r unni ng backs, he will
We were beaten badly in
ex pect help fro m . "Noronly three ga mes. The res t
man Willia ms, w0 don't
were ,·ery close and wit h
know where W<' are going
that needed experience and
to play him ''. said Du r ley.
board s t rength, we could
"He's 6-2 225, but he'll
have cha nged that two or
start ou t at a full back. We
four puint di fference to our
have a b0y na med Richa rd
favor." h e ven tu red.
Gonzales, who played defense for us last yea r. He
In rega rd to the loss of
around campus. The Desk Settles and Ricks nex t
looked good runnin g the
a lso publish es "The WeekAlexander Durll'y (left) talks about his football other team plays last seayear. he said, " no coach
ly'', which is a calendar of enj ays losing seniors as inson and I think h e's going
team with sports director Joe Booker.
events fo r the current
to be good running ba ck."
valuable 'iS these ... "Leroy
week.
Durle y also singled out
Wilson Big Gun
Gamble might be lost allinebacker Fredd ie BenThe Desk also harbors so if he j ecides to go to
nett, as one of the top
complaints. An y valid com- summer school."
sophomores for next seaplaints
are
channeled
In spite of the loss of
· through the proper offices these invaluable players,
son.
The conversation that
and invalid complaints are he feels that the team will
explained to that partic- be improved next year.
A I ex and er Durley, spring training, but Dur- starts Durley to speak in
ular person. So, when you "Other scliools are going Prairie View's head foot- ley is more than aware. casual banter and good huare in doubt or uncerain to lose more men to grad- ball coach, has almost con- "You are a little more re- mor is about his ace reJames
Wilson .
about anything call exten- uation than we will," he quered a long illness and )axed in spring practice", ceiver
sion 288 or 289 or come by explained. "Also our cur- is now making prepara- he stated. "You aren't get- "James will be our main
and if we can not give you rent players will be back tions for the 1970 spring ting ready for a ball game. target, there's no question
the information you seek , with another year's experabout that", he stated.
sessions.
You can work on !undawe will tell you where to ience. In addition to thi<; ,
"We are going to try to
Durley, who came to mentals and take a better
find it.
we v,ill have a pair 6'10" Prairie View last June look at your second and get the ball to him more,
players who will greatly without spring practice, is third line players and you if we can find some one to
by LaFayette Collins
i m p r ov e
our
board looking forward to March might discover some new throw it to him."
strength," he ,::ontinued.
31, the day he starts. faces," he continued. "This
The
head
basketball "First, we are going to is what spring training is
mentor feels that with all pick out the 30 best foot- all about."
these things going for ball players," stated DurWith Charlie Williams,
them, the team should ley. "We will spend a lot Johnny Jernigan,
John
have a 17-9 record (a re- of time and work on our Benton, Claude Harvey,
ances at Rutgers, Tufts, verse of this years) and running game and passing, James White, and James
University of Texas at Gal- wind up in the upper di- which lacked a lot last sea- Bagby gone, Durley will be
son.•t
searching for new faces.
veston and the University vision.
of Texas at San Antonio.
Although, Prairie View 'We have a transfer from
First tank to be used in finished third in total de- the University of Nevada,
These students contribbattle
was "Little Willie", fense in the Conference a kid named Samuel Bradute their successes to:
1. Hard work at Prairie which saw s~rvice in the last season, Durley will not ford , who is a Booker
battle of Fiers in France neglect defense. "As you Washington - H o u s t o n
View
know, we were third in the graduate', he stated. "We
2. Application to sev- on Sept. 15, 1916.
Conference last year on are certain that Sam can
eral medical schools
3. Early application
schools throughout the defense. This year we are help us. He is a great reThe Premedical Commit- country. Students interest- going to try to be first, so ceiver, got good speed and
tee stated that this year ed in careers in medicine we will spend a lot of time he's just a tremendous
athlete."
placements
could
have should consult the Premed- on defense."
"We have a kid named
been made !or at least ical Advisors about the
Most laymen aren't aEnos Morgan, a running
twenty students in medical present opportunities.
ware of the importance of
0

This week FROM THE
C ENTE R features the Information Desk supervised
by Mr. Credell Calhoun.
Mr. Calhoun is faced with
the task providing the
users of the M . S. C. with
information c on c e r ning
activities held inside and
outside the Memorial Center . His responsibilities also include the lounging
area and the Memorial
Center Ballroom.
The Information Desk is
s taffed
with
numerous
young ladies and men who
strive constantly to keep
the users informed on the
policie'" governing the use
of the area and activities

Durley Prepares For
Spring Practice

PY Students Accepted at
Several Medical .Schools
While most premedical
students are confronted
with the problem of gaining admission to one medical school, two Biology
majors, Ira Bell Ill and
James Bryant are having
a problem deciding which
on(; t.> attend.
James Bryant has been
a cceI,ted at University of
Washington, Meh a rry,
University of Texas at San
Antonio and the Unive:-s ity of Utah.
Ira Bell Ill has accept-

BLUE BELL
CREAMERIES
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PV Wins Ft. Worth

PV Lineback.er Signs Contract

Recreational Meet
The crack Prairie View
College
Panther
track team continued its
winning ways at the Ft.
Worth Recreation track
meet last February 28.
As usual, Fred Newhouse, Thurman Boggess,
Je- sie Ball and T. C. Minor, came out as individual
heroe3. Newhouse, who
broke the World Indoor
record in the 440-yard
<lash in the Astrodome,
broke the Ft. Worth Recreation Meet record in the
220-yard dash with a 21.1.
Thurman Boggess, broke
the 440-yard dash with a
46.8 and Jessie Ball, broke
the 440-yard intermediate
hurdles record with a 5.6
T. C. Minor also broke the
440-yard hurdles record
with a 52.0.
Again, the famed 'mile
relay team didn't have to
A&M

push it and ran only a
3:12.1. which was good
enough for a new record.
The
440-yard
relay
team, paced by sprinter
Royce Clay, won the 440yard relay with a 41.2 to
defeat
favorite
Texas
Southern University. Texas Southern was also favor;ted to win the meet by
the Ft. Worth writers,
who hadn't bothered to
check the standings and
see who has been dominating track the past few
years on the college level.
Freshman
halfmiler
Charles Russell, Prairie
View's am:wer to Felix
Johnson, placed second in
the halfmile and junior
J. B. Haggerty, wa5 third.
Jackie
Halliburton,
a
fre£hman
h u rdle
from
Waco, won the freshmen
440 intermediate hurdles.
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James Bagby

James Bagby, former
Booker Washington High
gridder and two-time AllSouthwestern
Athletic
Conference linebacker at
Prairie View A&M, signed
a two-year contract to
play professional football
with the Pittsburgh Steelers of the National Football League.
Bagby, a 6-3, 225-pound
hardnose senior and co-

captain of Prairie View's
1969 football team, was
signed as a free agent by
the Steelers talent scout
Bill Nunn, Jr.
Southwestern
Conference coaches and players
as well as Prairie View
coaches and players, were
shocked when the feared
Bagby was ignored in the
controversy football draft
last January.

Bagby also lettered four
1
years in track as a shot
putter and discus throwe1.
He won the Southwec:tf'rn
Athletic Conference in the
shot put for the past three
seasons and has made the
the N. A. I. A. All-American track team the past
four years.
There are tho e who
saw the ferocious-tackling
See BAGBY . Page 12

UH To Host Tutorial Law Institute
for Minority Group Graduates
Minority group representatives who graduate
from college by June,
1970, and are interested
in attending law school
but do not meet the usual
entrance
requirements,
may qualify for a summer
institute pre-law program
scheduled at the University of Houston, June 1
to July 15, 1970.
F unded by the Council
on Legal Education Opportunity, the Summer
Institute
for
Minority
Group College Graduates
Interested in a Career in
Law will provide intensive
tutorial and standard law
training to enable the student to successfully com plete law training.
Participants who are
successful in the institu te
will be guaranteed admission to a law school.
The summer institute is
being conducted by a consortium consisting of the
University of Houston,
Texas Southern University, St. Mary's University
and t he University of Texas.
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The program will furnish transportation to and
from Houston. tuition and
books, room and board,
and a small living allowance to 60 selected graduates.
Qualified students who
are interested must take
the Law School Admissions Test on April 11,
1970. Applications for the
te::;t must be made not
later than March 18. All
college and university prelaw advisors have f ull information on the test.
In more detail, t he program is designed to give
law school problem solving and communication
skills to the minority participants. Groups of 10
students or less will have
the full time attention of
law professors dur ing the
program.
Tutors will attend classes with the participants,
and will assist in class
participation,
reviewing
class proceedings, giving
a nd grading practice examinations, and in general, help t he students prepare for competition in
September.
First hand information
about t he American judicial system will be provided as participants will
attend actual trials, visit
judge::;' chambers, participate in mock trials, and
view jail proceedings.
Information and application forms can be obtained from Professor J. S.
Covington, Jr., Bates College of Law, University of
Houston , Houston, Texas
77004.
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A job where you won't waste time with
orientation. A job where you get a chance
to show your stuff ••• right away. That's
the type of position our Initial Management Development Program offers.

It's a tough road. But if you want to by•
pass the well-worn path of routine jobs,
ask our recruiter about the Initial
Management Development Program.

Talk to our recruiter when he visits your campus March 20.
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you will supervise people, make decisions,
run a job. You'll develop while you work.
Experienced people will be there to help,
but they won't lead you around.

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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you want a different and demanding job.

Southwestern Bell

NC'\'L'LTY COMPAiva.P. O.&•X 3144
l' . CITY , ~10 • • 63 130
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Maybe you aren't sure. But you are sure

Your assignmenls will va,y, but

Two l~ inch diameter
Two I i,. ,nch diome'9r

1

What was it all for?

"It's easier to break a New
Year's res olution t han a
habit."
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Prairie View

PV Coach Wants to be
An Instant Winner

Relays March 27
The Prairie View R'i'lays will be held Friday,
March 27, at Blnckshear
Field. The annua l event is
considered one of thP finest track meets in the
country and will draw
some of the best track entertainers in the nation.
The Prairie View Relays
will last only one day.
Some of the schools invited are Tougaloo, McNeese,
Philander Smith, Wayland
Baptist, Bishop, St. Edwards, Paul Quin, Trinity,
University of Houston,
Texas A&I, Sam Houston,
Stephen F. Austin, East
Texas State, Dallas Baptist and all the SWAC
schools.
Prairie View is the favorite to win the big meet,
but will draw a strong
competition from the University of Houston, Texas
A&I, Trinity and East
Texas State. Conference
schools that are expected
t~e strong are: Grambling, Southern and Arkansas AM&N.
Prairie View's famed
mile relay team will be the
main showcase at the
meet, which is made up
of : Jessie Ball, Alvin Dotson, Fred Newhouse and
Thurman Boggess. The
440-yard
relay
team,

Charles Williams

Blvlan Lee

PV Quarterback Club To Honor All-Americans
which has been clocked in
40.2, will also draw a lot
of attention.
Robert Hopkins, Stephen F . Austin's star
sprinter and Robert Taylor, the blazer from Texas
Southern, both of whom
have run 9.2 in the 100,
will tie up again. T. C.
Minor and Jessie Ball,
both of Prairie View, will
tie up in the 440-yard
intermediate hurdles.

Prairie View's Quarterback Club, which is designed to aid the Athletic
Department
at Prairie
View A&M College, will
honor two members of
Prarie
View's
football
team at a luncheon for being named to All-American
teams.
Bivian Lee, a 6-3 200
pound junior defensive
back from Austin, Texas,
was named to the Pittsburgh Courier All-Ameri-

Ideas and people make our business.
We're in the retailing, food and personal
services business. And YOUR IDEAS
can help us do a better job.
Here's where YOU come in . We 're
changing. And growing . And we 're looking for bright young people who can
help us make our changes work. YOU
are one of the new-idea people we 're
looking for.
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Engineerrn9
Engineerin~ - a-people to turn us on
We want ,de fields :
in the tollowm9

• RETAILING
• eUYING
• ACCOUNTING
• AUDITING
• ARCt-tlTECTU~:NGINEERING
MECt-tANICA
: MERCt-tANDISING
• PERSONNEL
• FOOD MANAGEMENT
• VENDING
YSIS
• SYSTEMS A~:oGRAMMING
• COMPUTER
VICES
• pERSONALES:;ENGINEERING
• MANAGEM
WAREt-tOUSING &
•
TRANSPORTATION

HERE'S OUR OFFER: You can start
out in management right now. You make
good money. You put your own ideas to
work and evaluate the results. You move
up fast. You work almost anywhere in
the world , with opportunity to travel.
You're a big part of our operation. And
you accomplish whatever your talents
lead you to work toward . That's it.
YOU have the opportunity. We have
openings. Let's get together and see if
our ideas are in the same bag.
Our representatives will be on campus
soon . See your placement director and
sign up for an interview NOW!

WE'LL BE INTERVIEWING:
MARCH 24, 1970
If you can 't make our scheduled interview date, don 't sweat it. Write us direct
and find out if our ideas are in the same
bag. Write to:
COLLEGE RELATIONS MANAGER
DEPT. NI'
ARMY & AIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE

1nEP-X-HXs•srE11t
3911 WALTON WALKER BLVD.

DALLAS, TEXAS 75222

Equal Opportunity Employer

can First team. Charles
Williams, a 6-4 215 pound
senior split end, who was
drafted in the second
round by the Los Angeles
Rams, was named to the
N. A. I. A. Honorable Mention All-American team.
Both were also named to
the Southwestern Athletic
Conference Coaches AllConference team.
Lee, a native of Austin,
Texas, but played high
school football at Bastrop,
where his mother teaches
in the public school system, is regarded as one of
the finest defensive backs
in the nation and would
have been drafted high
had he been eligible.
Charles Williams, is a native of Dallas, and played
at Pinkston for former
Prairie View All-American
Calvin Scott. Williams, acco:-ding to pro scouts, can
become a superstar in professional football. He is
the highest draft choice in
Prairie View history.

In this age of instant stated. "The coach must
coffee, instant oatmeal, get the confidence from
and instant everything, his players that he cares
Prairie View's new head about them as individuals,
baseball coach John Tank- as well as athletes".
ersley,
isn't
thinking
Al though there are no
about building, he wants players around with the
to be an instant winner.
potential of an Al Jackson,
Although it will require Tankersley speaks in casa near miracle for Prairie ual banter and good humor
View's baseball team to about his ace pitcher Willenjoy the rarified atm.os- iam "Thunder·• Thornton.
phere of a contention spot Thornton, a senior from
in the Southwestern Ath- Hearne, is blessed with
letic Conference this sea- good control, a blazing fast
son, but this does not balJ and tricky curve.
mean Prairie View BaseThomas Sanders, a talballers will finish the cam- ented scn'or center -fielder,
paign com;,letely unnotic- co··ld be the !;nest pro
ed.
p:·ospect Prairie View has
Coach Tankersley, who had in a long time. He
has had previous exroams the outfield with
perience coaching football
great success and his
and baseball in high school
strong right arm is reand at Wiley College, is
spected all over the Souththe type that instills desire western Athletic Conferand the winning attitude
ence.
among athletes. He has
Tankersley also likes to
coached such outstanding
athletes as Otis Taylor, talk about his freshman
now with the Chiefs and catcher, Michael Samuel
Alvin Jackson, now with from Dallas. According to
the Cardinals. He coached Tankersley, Samuel could
Otis Taylor at Worthing be the Matt Dillion of
High in Houston and Southwestern Conference
coached Alvin Jackson at baseball. His strong right
arm, will earn him the
Wiley.
"Tank", as he is often same respect as Matt Dilcalled, talks freely about lion's gun. Samuel also
his Panther chances of carries a heavy bat and h e
fairing in the rugged showed the PV fans last
Southwestern Conference Saturday he knew what to
with such powers as Sou- do with the bat when he
thern and Jackson State. hit a 275-foot homerun.
There used to be a time
"I feel we are on the verge
of having a winning ball when people would roll ovclub'' stated Tank. We er and crack their sides in
have boys that want to laughter while watching a
play and that want to win PV baseball game, but
now fans gather in large
and this is important.
Tankersley feels that mobs and watch as if they
fundamentals and good were witnessing a world
coach - player relationship £eries.
is very important in being
Yes, Coach Tankersley
a success as a coach. "The may be an instant winner
player and the coach must after all, at least the
µndestand each other", he laughing has stopped.

PV Golf Team In The
PV Athletes
Tournament
Make Honor Roll Rice
Prairie View's national
Prairie View has
Defying, the old fairy
tale that athletes are
dumb, four members of
Prairie
View's famous
track team and Glen Parker, who plays basketball
made the honor role list
last semester. Athletes
making the honor roll
were: Alvin Dotson , who
ran the 440 yard rash and
on the mile relay team :
Fred Newhouse, the world
Indoor record holder in the
440-yard dash. Freddie
Patterson, an outstanding
broad jumper. J . B. Haggerty, one of the top distance men in SW AC, were
track men named. Glen
Parker, a junior forward
on the basketball team,
was also named to the
honor roll.

Bagby
CONTINUED from Page I I
Bagby perform, that solemly feel that Bagby
could be the best linebacker drafted and the Stealers
got him for cookies.

dominated the Southwestern
Athletic Conference for
the past five years, having
won the Conference the
past five years.
Last season, at the
Southwestern Conference
Meet in Baton Rouge, four
of the Panther six golfers
finished in the first four
with the lowest scorer.
Robert Jackson, a talented sophomore is the
big man at Prairie View
now. Richard Land and
and freshman Michael Sapenter, are other fine
golfers.

ranked golf team will participate in the Rice Golf
fournament, March 1314.
It will be the first time
in history that a black
school has received an invitation to play in the Rice
Tournament.
Prairie View is rated as
one of the top golf powers
in the nation. Wendell
Davis, who is in his first
year as golf coach at
Prairie View, has been
begging for competition.
Prairie View has played in
seven tournaments and has
won six.
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Waller County's Most Progressive
and Most Modern Drug Store
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